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Abstract. I present arguments in favor of the dyon mechanism of confinement and deconfinement. Dyons may be those real
physical objects that are revealed as lattice monopoles in the Abelian gauges, and as central vortices in the central gauges. I
suggest a lattice calculation of the effective action as function of the gauge invariant eigenvalues of the Polyakov line, which
is of general interest but in particular may support or refute the importance of dyons in the Yang–Mills vacuum.
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There is multiple evidence from theory, lattice and
phenomenology that dyons play an important role in
enacting confinement, and in inducing deconfinement
phase transition:
• In N = 1 supersymmetric theory it is precisely
dyons that shape the vacuum, in particular the
gluino condensate, and it is an exact result there [1,
2, 3]
• Lattice studies show that zero fermion modes
‘jump’ from one position in space to another as
one varies fermion boundary conditions – precisely
as one would expect from dyons carrying zero
modes [4]
• a semiclassical picture of the vacuum populated by
dyons gives an appealing explanation of all main
features associated with confinement: the area be-
havior of large Wilson loops, the asymptotic lin-
ear rising potential only for nonzero N-ality probes,
the cancelation of gluons in the free energy, and
a 1st order deconfinement phase transition for all
gauge groups except SU(2), regardless of whether
the group has a nontrivial center or not [5, 6].
In a few words, if the Polyakov line is, on the average,
not an element of the group center, as in the confinement
phase, dyons appear as saddle points of the Yang–Mills
(YM) partition function. Dyons are gluon field configura-
tions with asymptotic Coulomb-like chromo-electric and
-magnetic fields. The ensemble of many dyons is simi-
lar to a multi-component plasma. In particular, the dual
(magnetic) gluons obtain a Debye mass. This is the phys-
ical reason for the exponential decay of the Polyakov
lines correlations, i.e. of the linear rising potential for
heavy probe ‘quarks’. The appearance of a mass for dual
gluons is also responsible for the area behavior of large
Wilson loops. A surface spanning the loop is a source for
a soliton of finite thickness, ‘made’ of the dual fields. The
action per area of this soliton is the string tension which
coincides, at low temperatures T , with the string tension
computed from the correlation function of the Polyakov
lines [5].
The ensemble of dyons induce a nonperturbative en-
ergy that is a function of the Polyakov loop eigenvalues.
The function is such that its minimum, for any gauge
group, is at a universal set of eigenvalues related to
the Weyl vector, the half-sum of positive roots of the
Lie algebra for the gauge group [6]. For most gauge
groups it implies that the trace of the Polyakov loop is
zero in the lowest dimensional representations (however
there are subtleties related to the fluctuations about the
minimum). This dyon-induced nonperturbative potential
energy competes with the well-known perturbative
potential energy, also a function of the Polyakov loop
eigenvalues. The perturbative energy scales as T 4 with
respect to the nonperturbative one. Therefore, at some
critical Tc it prevails, and that is the mechanism for the
deconfinement phase transition. It happens irrespectively
of what is the center of the gauge group.
There are presently several qualitative pictures of con-
finement being discussed. Apart from dyons, these are
Abelian monopoles and center vortices, see e.g. [7]. It
may be that all three pictures can be, in a sense, recon-
ciled. Dyons may be the real physical objects that reveal
themselves as Abelian monopoles seen on the lattice in
the Abelian gauges, such as the maximal Abelian gauge,
and also as center vortices observed in the center gauges,
such as the maximal center gauge.
Indeed, in order to assemble many dyons together they
need to have the same asymptotic field A4 at spatial in-
finity. That necessarily requires that dyons are in the
‘stringy’ gauge where a singular Dirac string is stick-
ing out from each dyon. The Dirac strings are gauge ar-
tifacts: the action density is finite there. However, they
do carry a quantized Abelian magnetic flux. When, in a
lattice simulation, one uses any variant of the Abelian
gauge, one identifies lattice magnetic monopoles as the
sources of that flux. The exact position of Abelian lattice
monopoles varies somewhat as one varies gauge fixing –
in accordance with the fact that the direction of the Dirac
string sticking from a dyon is subject to a gauge choice.
However, lattice magnetic monopoles may well be a re-
flection of real physical objects, the dyons. It would be
interesting to check it directly.
Furthermore, if one further restricts the gauge to a cen-
ter gauge, center vortices are revealed [7]. They can be
understood as the Dirac strings connecting dyons. There
are gauges where a dyon has a Dirac string entering it,
and another leaving it. See a recent study in Ref. [8] of
the relation between dyons and vortices.
I should also mention a talk by Langfeld and Ilgen-
fritz at this conference [9], who “cooled” lattice config-
urations keeping Polyakov loops fixed. Usually smear-
ing the configurations by cooling kills confinement but in
this study it is preserved. The interesting observation is
that the “cooled” configurations preserving confinement
are mainly (anti)self-dual fields. Instantons and dyons are
(anti)self-dual.
Concerning instantons, the quantum Coulomb in-
teractions of dyons are such that they tend to glue
up into electric- and magnetic-neutral clusters which
at low temperatures are hardly distinguishable from
instantons [10]. The difference with the old ‘instanton
liquid’ model [11] is that (i) the Polyakov line is now
nontrivial, (ii) the integration measure over collective
coordinates is invariant under permutation of dyons
‘belonging’ to different instantons, and allows instantons
to overlap. These circumstances are critical for obtaining
confinement that was absent in former instanton models.
Finally, I would like to point out a (simple) lattice mea-
surement that may help to understand the nature of the
YM vacuum in general, and to demonstrate (or refute)
the importance of dyons, in particular. I suggest to mea-
sure the effective action for the gauge-invariant eigenval-
ues of the Polyakov line. The definition is given in Eq.(3)
of Ref. [6]. In lattice setting, one puts all time links to be
unity matrices (the A4 = 0 gauge), but make the spatial
links periodic up to a gauge transformation with the ma-
trix L(x) being the Polyakov line. Without loss of gen-
erality one can take it to be diagonal, as in Eq.(1) of
Ref. [6]. One then simulates the ensemble of configura-
tions with fixed ‘eigenphases’ φ(x) as boundary condi-
tions. In particular, one can take φ to be x-independent.
The partition function or the free energy itself is not cal-
culable by Monte Carlo methods but one can find the av-
erage plaquette and then integrate it over β or tempera-
ture to obtain the free energy. This will be the effective
potential as function of φ . At large T it is the well-known
perturbative potential energy as function of φ . It is inter-
esting to see how it looks like below and above Tc for
different groups.
If, as we assume, dyons are of relevance, the minimum
of the effective potential will be at a specific point φ
proportional to the Weyl vector ρ , for any gauge group,
see Eq.(5) of Ref. [6].
It should be noted that if one just studies the distri-
bution of the Polyakov line ‘eigenphases’, it will be in
any case dominated by the Haar measure weight that
governs the local ultraviolet quantum fluctuations. In
order to see the smooth potential energy as function of
φ , one really needs to consider the case of a constant or
slowly varying Polyakov lines using, for example, the
setting described above.
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